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A Timeline of the Financial Crisis

Crisis in the financial world (2008 and before)

The Great Recession in the developed world (2008-9)

The crisis strikes Europe (2010 onwards)

The crisis in emerging economies (especially and, most recently, Brazil)

China is latest piece



Linkages

 International capital movements

Currency speculation

Fiscal policy

Political stability

 International institutions



A Review of the Theory of Crises

North on economic change

 Uncertainty as a driver of change

 Human and physical environment

 A non ergodic world

 Change reduces uncertainty in a never-ending process

A crisis as a rupture in the process of change and adaptation

Two types of crises: knowledge failure and governance failure

The role of innovation

 A necessity for adaptation and change

 Excessive innovation may provoke crises



The Role of Finance in the Economy

Finance and economic development: bringing together investors and 

entrepreneurs

Essential for a modern economy

The need for increasingly sophisticated financial institutions

Finance as a utility or as an economic sector

The profit motive in finance



Ingredients for Financial Crises

Diversion from the primary role of finance

Financial speculation

 Innovation to escape regulation

Creation of new financial products

Capture of the political system and of international institutions

 Political contributions

 The revolving door

Failure of financial regulation

 Relaxation of national regulation

 Almost inexistent international regulation



To Conclude: A Characterization of the Financial Crisis

The crisis was preceded by “excessive” innovation

A lack of understanding of new financial products by economic agents led to 

an onset of the (purely financial) crisis

The complexity of links between the financial system and the rest of the 

economy  facilitated the spread of the crisis

 Initially the crisis can be characterized as resulting from a knowledge failure

However, the fact that the underlying factors continue to be present, means that 

the crisis is also an instance of governance failure


